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The narrow site allows a high level of passive ventilation in the building, served
largely through opening windows on all sides of the building and through the
central ideas promenade, which acts as a central atrium to the building. 
The mediatheque will require mechanical ventilation due to the contained
environment required.

ETFE panels 'pop' into the skin at selected points. The semi permanent panels 
can be inserted into any part of the framework as ETFE 'diamonds' that can be
used to provide increased solar and acoustic barriers throughout the year, or,
if coloured, can be used as a giant 'billboard' for the building in this prime 
location during festivals.

The entrance to the exhibition areas act as an arcade; traditionally a covered walk
way for display and amusement. It is raised above the road in a grand gesture, but
is inviting and reveals what is ahead through the glass entrance. The game is not
given away entirely however, as theatrical curtains provide the necessary intrigue, 
but also a practical way of creating a blackout gallery for film screenings. 

The building has a double skin, which acts as both a solar barrier and a barrier to
the noise pollution from the busy A61. This recycled aluminium mesh allows 
sufficient light to enter the building, whilst providing a frame for demountable 
panels to allow the creative flexibility of the building to manifest itself externally. 

As the site gently slopes, access to the work facilities is gained through the triple 
height central ideas promenade. The names and websites of the companies are light
up and burst brightly through the skin of the building to be observed by motorists 
stuck at one of the sets of traffic lights at the base of the building. Small temporary
use occupants rent the lower floor spaces, whilst more permanent companies 
command the upper floors with great views of Sheffield and the hills beyond.
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View from the taxi stand at Sheffield Railway station at 6:00pm on a cold december evening View of the exhibit arcade from the upper ground entrance looking towards the ideas promenade

View of the exchange bar which looks out over the city and provides a haven for discussion and ideas

The agency is constructed using appropriate sustainable materials for a building of this
size, and to ensure that it has the smallest possible life-cycle environmental impact. This 
includes the use of fly ash and aggregate in the concrete, recycled natural flooring, triple
glazed window units and the steel frame for the promenade to be designed for
disassembly.

Passive ventilation and individual room heating controls help to reduce energy
consumption and the Showrooms is currently connected to the Sheffield centralised
heat and power system, which the Agency should strive to subscribe to.

The skin wraps horizontally around the north and south element of the 
building, providing aesthetic, solar and acoustic relief from the exernal 
environment. the mesh can be filled in to create a giant public art display.

The emporium [library] is an extention of the exchange [creatve hub] 
and breaks free of the skin to enjoy the views in full and to access the 
green roof garden.

The exhibit arcade is an entrance that celebrate the threshold of inside and 
outside space, and is sheltered by the gallery and bar overhanging above.


